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Draw conclusions about the lifestyle, practices 
and conditions of a person or group

Explore daily life

Published by 

Children in a lane in the Kima area of Aswan, Egypt — Image available at  

http://www.tc2.ca/wp/electronicsourcebook/cida

Purpose
• Insight into life and times: To help students use images as sources of consider-

able information about people’s quality of life, routines and values.Image se lect ion
Select one or more images that are sources of diverse information about life and 
customs in a designated historical or contemporary setting.

•

in conjunction with 

Explain the im
age

Investigating im
ages

Portrait of daily life

This resource was produced with the support of the Government of Canada through the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA).
We also acknowledge the contributions of Library and Archives Canada and the Social Sciences and Humanities Council (SSHRC).
CREDITS: Featured photo: © CIDA photo: Nancy Durrell McKenna. top: Library and Archives Canada C-150183 middle: Glenbow Museum 
NC-43-12; (bottom) © Susan Duncan. Design: Poissy Design Inc., Vancouver

© The Critical Thinking Consortium 2009
Purchasers of this resource have permission to duplicate the blackline masters for their own classroom use. The teaching instructions are 
protected by copyright and may not be reproduced or digitally copied without prior written permission.

Observations
Inferences

The clothes are being hung out in the public area. This suggests that families do not have a private courtyard 

but must share a common space.

The girls seem friendly and affectionate to one 

another. Materials and equipment are left outside the 

buildings.

This suggest that the community may be quite safe and not 

experience much theft.

There appear to be four girls playing and a women 

in a doorway. I suspect there are many other people 

nearby.

I imagine that it is noisy, at least during the daytime.

The building appears to be made of brick, plaster and 

stone.

The houses are sturdy and may be relatively cool in hot 

weather. 

The buildings are one-story high, very close together 

and don’t seem large. There are materials and equip-

ment outside the buildings.

I suspect that living conditions may be a bit crowded, and the 

rooms may be few and small.

It looks as though there is an air conditioner on one of 

the walls.

This suggests they have electricity, can cool their houses in 

hot weather, and probably have other electrical appliances—

perhaps radios and some televisions. I doubt they have many 

large electrical appliances.

The open space has some clutter but it does not ap-

pear dirty or filled with waste garbage. The girls seem 

healthy. There appears to be a carpet under the drying 

clothes.

The housing conditions are probably quite sanitary and clean.

n shelter/housing ❒ diet/health ❒ clothing ❒ transportation

❒ art/entertainment ❒ religion/spirituality ❒ globalization ❒ government

n community life ❒ freedoms ❒ economic activity ❒ ____________
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Instruct ions
• Distribute the image: Use the image featured on the previous page or another image to demonstrate 

the activity before students investigate other images independently. Provide pairs of students with the 

sample image, or display the image on a screen. Allow two or three minutes for each pair to discuss 

with it sees. As a class, briefly review the main details of the image.

• Introduce the task: Suggest to students that images are surprisingly rich sources of information about 

the conditions and life in a given place and time. Illustrate this point by asking students to examine 

the supplied image and try to answer the following kinds of questions about the life of the children in 

Aswan, Egypt (or about the focus of an alternative image you have selected):

Do they have electricity?
Do they have clothes dryers?

Do they have long hair?
Are they healthy?

•
•
•
•

Expect some students to locate many details on one or two themes of daily life for a given 

image, and allow other students to look for details on a greater number of themes.

Make the activity easier by highlighting for students details from the image that are particu-

larly helpful in developing a profile of daily life.

Provide some students with fewer, more easily interpreted images; introduce additional, 

more enigmatic images to challenge students.

Where needed, review the concepts of “evidence” and “conclusion” using simple, everyday 

examples (such as, Sally is tired. What evidence might show this?).

For students who are struggling, provide a few plausible conclusions and invite students to 

identify supporting details from the image.

•

•

•

•

•

• Introduce the criteria: Before students begin to gather information on the 

assigned theme(s), introduce the following criteria for informative profile of 

daily life:
accurate and relevant observations: offers many observations that ac-

curately describe the details in the image that are relevant to the specified 

theme(s);
plausible and imaginative inferences: offers varied inferences that go 

beyond the very obvious conclusions, and are supported by details from the 

image or based on other known facts about the topic. 

•

•

• Look for details: Encourage students to look beyond obvious details, trying to extract as much 

information as possible from the image on the assigned theme(s). Remind students to scan the fore-

ground, middle ground and background of the image when locating relevant details. If students have 

already studied the topic featured in the image, encourage them to draw upon this understanding 

when reaching conclusions about daily life. 

Assessment
After students have received 

feedback on several attempts 

to draw conclusions about 

lifestyle from images, use the 

rubric, Assessing the portrait 

of daily life, to evaluate their 

completed charts.

Confirm that students under-

stand the task by asking them 

to make an observation and 

draw a plausible conclusion 

about their assigned theme.

Encourage students to provide feedback on other students’ observations and inferences, perhaps using the assessment rubric.

© The Critical Thinking Consortium 2009

Portrait of daily life

Name: _______________________________________

Image: _______________________________________

Use with Explore daily life

Observations

Inferences
❒ shelter/housing ❒ diet/health

❒ clothing
❒ transportation

❒ art/entertainment ❒ religion/spirituality ❒ globalization ❒ government

❒ community life ❒ freedoms
❒ economic activity ❒ ____________

Criteria for an informative profile

•Accurate and relevant observations: offers many 

observations that accurately describe the details in the 

image that are relevant to the specified theme(s);

•Plausible and imaginative inferences: offers varied 

inferences that go beyond the very obvious conclusions, 

and are supported by details from the image or based on 

other known facts about the topic.

Name:________________________________________

Outstanding Very good Competent Basic In progress

Accurate
and relevant 
details

Accurately
identifies a large 
number of the
relevant details that 
can be observed 
in the image, 
including several 
less obvious 
details.

Accurately
identifies a 
large number 
of the relevant
observations that 
can be observed 
from the image, 
including some 
less obvious 
details.

Identifies a 
number of
relevant and
accurate, but 
generally obvious 
details from the 
image.

Identifies only 
a handful of the
most obvious 
details from the 
image, not all of 
the observations 
are relevant or
accurate.

Struggles to 
identify even the
most obvious 
details from the 
image.

Plausible
and
imaginative
inferences

Provides many 
varied and
imaginative 
inferences that are 
highly plausible.

Provides many 
plausible and 
sometimes 
imaginative 
inferences.

Provides a number 
of inferences 
that are generally 
plausible but often 
rather obvious.

Provides a 
few plausible, 
but obvious 
inferences.

Struggles to 
provide any 
plausible 
inferences that 
build upon the 
observations.

Comments:

Assessing the portrait 
of daily life

1B
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Use with Explore daily life

E x p l a i n  t h e  im
ag e

I n v e s t i g a t i n g  im
ag e s

• Explain inferences and observations: Explain that students have just been drawing inferences based 

on visual clues or observations. Refer to one of the observations made of the image (such as, there looks 

to be an air conditioner on the side of the building) and a plausible inference (for example, they probably 

have electricity). Point out that the observation provides the evidence for the inference. Invite students 

to make other observations and draw possible inferences (for example, the metal cans on the left which 

look like gas or propane tanks suggest that the family may cook on gas burners). If the evidence for their 

conclusion is weak, insist that students be tentative in stating their inferences. Ask that they qualify their 

conclusions by using terms such as “may be,” “possibly,” and “perhaps.” Also encourage students, when 

in doubt about particular details in the image, to use terms such “it looks to be” or “it may be.”

• Introduce the task: Distribute a copy of Profile of daily life 

and draw attention to the list of themes across the top. Explain 

that, although images are rich sources of information, not every 

image will provide as much insight on every aspect of daily 

life. Suggest that students focus on two themes. If using the im-

age featured on the previous page, the most promising themes 

appear to be shelter/housing and community life. 

• Share conclusions: Invite students to share their findings for each image 

with other students. Consider inviting students to report their descriptions 

orally in the form of a first-person account of a day in the life of people in 

this situation.

• Seek corroboration: Encourage students to confirm the accuracy of their 

observations and plausibility of their inferences by referring to additional 

clues in the image or to outside sources (such as an atlas, a textbook, or the 

internet). If available, present students with the published caption of the 

image as a possible source of insight about daily life.

• Investigate other images: When students understand what is required of this form of investi-

gation and have received feedback on one or more completed data charts, provide additional 

images to investigate and a copy of the data chart for each image.

• Summarize information: If students have investigated a variety of images on the same 

theme, region or time period, invite them, as a class, to summarize what has been learned 

about daily life. Provide additional information about the topic or the image(s) to challenge 

any dubious conclusions that have been proposed.

• Further investigation: If desired, introduce students to other activities in this series to help 

them explore the same images using different investigative lenses.
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Portrait of daily life1A
Name: _______________________________________

Image: _______________________________________

Use with Explore daily life

Observations Inferences

❒ shelter/housing ❒ diet/health ❒ clothing ❒ transportation
❒ art/entertainment ❒ religion/spirituality ❒ globalization ❒ government
❒ community life ❒ freedoms ❒ economic activity ❒ ____________

Criteria for an informative profile

•Accurate and relevant observations: offers many 
observations that accurately describe the details in the 
image that are relevant to the specified theme(s);

•Plausible and imaginative inferences: offers varied 
inferences that go beyond the very obvious conclusions, 
and are supported by details from the image or based on 
other known facts about the topic.



Name:________________________________________

Outstanding Very good Competent Basic In progress

Accurate 
and relevant 
details

Accurately_
identifies a large 
number_of_the_
relevant details that 
can be observed 
in the image, 
including several 
less obvious 
details.

Accurately_
identifies a 
large number 
of_the_relevant_
observations that 
can be observed 
from the image, 
including some 
less obvious 
details.

Identifies a 
number_of_
relevant_and_
accurate, but 
generally obvious 
details from the 
image.

Identifies only 
a_handful_of_the_
most obvious 
details from the 
image, not all of 
the observations 
are_relevant_or_
accurate.

Struggles to 
identify_even_the_
most obvious 
details from the 
image.

Plausible 
and  
imaginative
inferences

Provides many 
varied_and_
imaginative 
inferences that are 
highly plausible.

Provides many 
plausible and 
sometimes 
imaginative 
inferences.

Provides a number 
of inferences 
that are generally 
plausible but often 
rather obvious.

Provides a 
few plausible, 
but obvious 
inferences.

Struggles to 
provide any 
plausible 
inferences that 
build upon the 
observations.

Comments:

Assessing the portrait  
of daily life

1B
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